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GIMME ONE
PREMIERE STATUS: WORLD

SHORT SYNOPSIS

LOGLINE

GIMME ONE is a 360 virtual reality experience showcasing
five UK ballroom artists as they explore ideas around cultural
appropriation, empowerment and safe space. Their self-expression
is seen through dance using digital volumetric and motion capture
techniques, visualising the unique voices of this vibrant subculture.

Experience the UK’s ballroom ‘vogue’ scene and discover a space to express yourself.

ABSTRACT
GIMME ONE is an LGBTQ 360 VR documentary support by Arts Council England and
The University of the West of England. This project is a work in progress and is due to be
completed by the end of June 2020.

LONG SYNOPSIS
In a vogue ballroom, ‘gimme one’ is what the MC would ask the judges in deciding the winner of the dance battle.
The ballroom scene is an underground community that was started by trans persons of colour as far back as the
1920s. Although it revolves around extravagant competitions, at the heart of the scene is a sense of community,
shared experience, and empowerment. GIMME ONE is a virtual reality documentary experience telling the story of five
members of the UK ballroom community which explores ideas around cultural appropriation, the preservation of safe
spaces and the power of identity and self-expression. The documentary explores the burgeoning UK community of
this international movement as they explore sexuality and gender through dance. Their self-expression is seen through
dance using digital volumetric and motion capture techniques, visualising the unique voices of this vibrant subculture.
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PRODUCER

HARRY SILVERLOCK
Harry is a producer and expanded performance fellow working across a range of
physical and digital mediums including digital installations, virtual reality /
augmented reality, dance and film. His work seeks to better understand the potential
of storytelling beyond the boundaries of traditional media, building on his knowledge
of digital narratives and leveraging new technologies to create immersive alternate
realities. He is a Berlinale Talent (2018), resident of The Bristol Virtual Reality Lab,
trained at The Scottish Documentary Institute (2016), Locarno Industry Academy
Alumni (2015), a member of the Queer Film Network, producer of The Palace
International Film Festival, Bristol’s queer film festival and a member of UWE Bristol’s
2019 MA Virtual Reality cohort.

DIRECTOR

MONTAGUE FITZGERALD
Monty is a self-taught editor who has made his directorial debut
with Gimme One. He is a creator who has previously worked
on a range of moving image projects. His work includes film,
dance, performance and installation exhibits with a focus on
social impact. Previous work has explored environmental issues,
cultural identity, minority subculture, as well as liminality and the
subconscious. He is interested in expanding on these themes
through the affordances of digital mediums and technologies.
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MUSIC COMPOSER STATEMENT
The score for Gimme One is produced by artist Joseph Summers alongside ballroom DJ and artist Vjuan Allure using
feedback, electronic and ballroom inspired sounds. Joseph says:
“My main condition for accepting Harry’s proposal for scoring this film was that I didn’t want to rip off
authentic ballroom music made by people who are part of that community. As an outsider, I wanted to take a
respectful approach - being inspired by (and showing admiration for) the music of this scene without trying to
reproduce or claim it in any way. I wanted to create music that spoke to the pure emotional & physical aspects
of the art form as described in the film, and since the locations occupied are mostly virtual (possibly, I thought,
evoking the space in people’s heads when they THINK about ballroom) it made sense to employ certain trends
from ballroom music - the space, the percussive punctuations, the minimal melodies injecting an emotional
resonance, the voice - and abstract them. The voice (courtesy of my friend Zoë Mc Pherson) is the thread which ties
the separate cues together - and, for me, is symbolic of the profound humanity at the heart of the ballroom scene.

ARTISTS STATEMENT
Inspired by the use of volumetric and motion capture in expanded performance, we (Harry and Monty) collaborated
on the double debut XR project, GIMME ONE. Having previously worked with members of the Bristol Ballroom
Community in a curatorial project, we came to appreciate the radical everyday activism which can be found in
this underground subculture as its members perform their own self-identity. One of the aims of this project was to
spotlight the role of allies in the scene. For example, female-identifying persons have always participated in the
ballroom space, and act to protect the freedom and rights of the community as well as nurturing its safe spaces.
The project was co-created with the direct involvement of the ballroom community using methods set out by
MIT in order to ensure that the project remained true to the core beliefs of this vulnerable community. Early
on in the project, we realised that the international community has previously experienced whitewashing and
exploitation by documentary filmmakers. Therefore, we felt it was necessary to collaborate with an established
member of the Ballroom scene (Karteer Miyake-Mugler) to act as impact producer. It was important to us
that our contributors were allowed to take ownership of the project and so we gave our contributors all
veto rights and asked them to collaborate with us in naming the project and having agency over their story.
Using GIMME ONE as a case study, Harry went on to write a paper about the mechanical reproduction
of safe spaces in virtual reality and the use of co-creation in this politically sensitive subject.
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CHARACTERS

TECHNICAL INFORMATION

GIMME ONE was created using a range of digital techniques, from motion capture suits to volumetric capture. For the dance sequences,
a Kinect depth sensor was used to simultaneously shoot the ballroom artists from a variety of different angles and capture the full volume
of the artists’ body. These were later collated together in a game engine and coloured using a vibrant LGBTQ palette and rendered
out with Octane. The motion capture was used to create an abstract particle system to accentuate the artist’s body movements.
The motion capture in GIMME ONE was produced in Blender, whilst the volumetric and bubble motifs were created in Cinema 4D with the
volumetric being captured in Brekel. Our intention for the bubble motifs was to use the bubbles as visual cues along with the spatialised
sound to make the viewer follow a viewing pathway. Our early developments were painted using Tilt Brush to draw and animate virtual
ballrooms; we later used these as virtual storyboards. GIMME ONE was edited in Premiere Pro and has been developed in the Oculus Quest.
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KARTEER MIYAKE-MUGLER

KENZO MIYAKE-MUGLER
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HOUSE OF MIYAKE-MUGLER

ORIGINAL TITLE GIMME ONE
COUNTRY UNITED KINGDOM
SUBTITLES AVAILABLE ENGLISH
LANGUAGE ENGLISH
FILM TYPE 360 VIRTUAL REALITY
INTERACTIVE / LINEAR LINEAR
3DOF / 6DOF 3DOF
PREMIERE STATUS WORLD
YEAR 2020
GENRE DOCUMENTARY, LGBTQ, DANCE, 360

GADGET 007

AYSHA 007

007 AGENT

BRISTOL BALLROOM AUNTIE

DURATION 14 MINUTES, 58 SECONDS
HEADSET COMPABILITY OCULUS GO, OCULUS RIFT, OCULUS QUEST
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FURTHER INFORMATION
PRIMARY CONTACT
Harry Silverlock
Harrysilverlock@gmail.com
(+44) 7724599403
www.HarrySilverlock.com

MARKETING AND PUBLICITY

For further marketing assets and high resolution images please visit our press drive listed below.
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